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Abstract
Partial functions and operators are used extensively in the formal development of programs
and thus development methods have to clarify how to reason about them. There are a
number of approaches which cover up the fact that “First Order Predicate Calculus” does
not handle undefined logical values. There is also at least one specific “Logic of Partial
Functions” (LPF) which tackles the issue at its root by using a weaker logic. Recently, we
have come to realise that LPF fits a particular way of developing programs. This paper
explains why LPF is a suitable logic for “posit and prove” development and explores some
problems that other approaches present.
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1 Introduction
I want to argue that classical “First Order Predicate Calculus” (FOPC), though
widely used, is not the best logic for reasoning about the development of programs
(in fact, of digital systems more generally). There are many approaches to han-
dling partial functions and Section 4 attempts to provide a structure within which
alternatives can be understood. Before looking at alternative approaches, let’s first
see that there is a problem: which of the following expressions do you expect to be
true?
5/0 = 1 ∨ 5/0 6= 1
∀i ∈ Z · fact(i) ≥ 0 ∨ fact(−i) ≥ 0
hd [ ] = 5
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The first of these is an instance of the “law of the excluded middle” (p ∨ ¬ p).
Although Hamlet uttered an instance of this, the expression looks unconvincing
with undefined arithmetic expressions embedded in the relations. Abandoning the
law of the excluded middle leads us to a logic which is weaker than FOPC.
In contrast, I should like to view the universally quantified expression about
factorial as true: it is the case that (assuming fact is partial — only defined on
the positive integers) that, for any i , one of the disjuncts is undefined; but, since
the other is in those cases true, the overall expression should be true. It is shown
below that attempts to “guard” terms do not cope with such expressions.
The final expression is intended as a pointer to a problem with one specific
approach to reasoning about undefined values (Section 4.4 indicates how it might
come to be true). The point is not that one would choose to write this expression
alone; but there are many cases in developing programs from descriptions in terms
of abstract objects where partial operators like those on sequences or mappings
arise (see Section 3).
Some time ago, we proposed using “LPF” [BCJ84,CJ91,JM94]. I have come to
realise that LPF fits rather closely my view of developing programs. This statement
is not to be read as just “fit with VDM” [Jon90] but to apply more widely to “posit
and prove” approaches. We’ll first look at this notion of development and then at
this “weaker” logic (LPF) per se and, finally, some alternatives.
John Reynolds [Rey98] argues “Such partial-function logics are an important
topic of current research”. In addition, a number of Global Challenges 2 are be-
ing discussed: that on “The Program Verifier” 3 could result in shifting theorems
between theorem proving systems: I’m not after a standard — more, an acknowl-
edgement we might have to pass axiom systems about rather than just logical ex-
pressions. This point was reinforced at the IFIP TC2 organised VSTTE Working
Conference 4 during discussions on a “Proof Bus”.
1.1 A key example
Many specification notations permit the definition of partial (recursive) functions
like that at the beginning of Figure 1. The definition of subp (over pairs on integers)
is contrived so as to deliberately introduce the problem of partiality in a simple
enough guise to tease out the main issues below. 5 The function subp is intended
to compute i − j for any pair of integers where i ≥ j ; for i < j , subp(i , j ) is
a non-denoting term (i.e. a term which does not denote a values of the intended
type); non-denoting terms are sometimes loosely referred to as “undefined terms”
and where we need to represent them they are written as ⊥Z or ⊥B.
2 See http://www.ukcrc.org.uk/gcresearch.pdf
3 See http://www.fmnet.info/gc6/fm05/
4 See http://vstte.inf.ethz.ch/index.html
5 Simplified examples are always open to the objection that they can be handled by simple methods
or at least do not justify complicated extensions of standard concepts. The reader should consider
examples like the lack of cycles in a ‘bill of materials’ (cf. [Jon90, p156]) or the consistency of a
database with its data dictionary before underestimating the problem of partiality.
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The explicit definition of subp is:
subp :Z× Z→ Z
subp(i , j ) 4 if i = j then 0 else subp(i , j + 1) + 1
The least fixed point is: subp = {((i , j ), i − j ) | i , j ∈ Z ∧ i ≥ j}
Our “key implication”: ∀i , j ∈ Z · i ≥ j ⇒ subp(i , j ) = i − j
Its contrapositive: ∀i , j :Z · subp(i , j ) 6= i − j ⇒ i < j
An intuitive property: ∀i , j ∈ Z · subp(i , j ) = i − j ∨ subp(j , i) = j − i
Fig. 1. The function subp
We take meaning of the recursive definition of subp to be the least fixed point
shown in Figure 1. This interpretation of recursive definitions corresponds with
computational intuition in the sense that it defines all of the pairs that can be reached
by terminating applications of subp and no others.
We can write the earlier observation about subp as the plausible implication
(which is referred to below as “the key implication”) in Figure 1. The truth of this
seemingly innocent quantified formula depends on implications such as
1 ≥ 2 ⇒ subp(1, 2) = 1− 2
Notice that the input tuple (1, 2) is not in the domain of the graph; in other words,
subp(1, 2) does not –in the least fixed point– denote an integer. The preceding
expression thus reduces to
false ⇒ ⊥Z = −1
If one takes the equality (=) to be a computational or “weak” equality, this further
reduces to
false ⇒ ⊥B
Since FOPC does not handle undefined, one is faced with some delicate questions:
is the consequent of the implication evaluated if the antecedent is false? Is our
key implication equivalent to its contrapositive? This last of course includes the
evaluation of
⊥Z 6= −1 ⇒ true
⊥B ⇒ true
Finally, the analogue of the second formula at the start of Section 1 is the last
expression in Figure 1: can it be proved?
Some of the approaches considered in Section 4 come up with surprising an-
swers to such questions but first Section 2.2 looks at how to prove and use the key
implication in LPF and then discusses further challenges in Section 3).
1.2 “Posit and prove” development
Development methods like VDM [Jon90] and B [Abr96] provide ways of develop-
ing programs (digital systems) which correspond well with a developer’s intuition:
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∀i , j :Z · i ≥ j ⇒ subp(i , j )︸ ︷︷ ︸
term §4.4
= i − j
︸ ︷︷ ︸
relation §4.3︸ ︷︷ ︸
expression §4.2︸ ︷︷ ︸
disallow §4.1
Fig. 2. Diagrammatic representation of how putative solutions contain undefinedness
steps of development by operation decomposition or data reification are “posited”
which gives rise to proof obligations which the designer should justify. We choose
here to illustrate the sort of proofs which arise on functions since this avoids most
of the specific notation of one method or another. We look at function definitions,
properties thereof, and the subsequent use of these properties.
Looking at the “key implication” from Figure 1, one can ask where the problem
of undefined is to be “caught”: the options can be pictured as in Figure 2 (fuller ex-
planations and comments on pros/cons in Section 4). If one is prepared to abandon
the normal notation for function application and write f (x ) = v as (x , v) ∈ f , one
might rewrite the key implication as membership of the graph of subp.
∀i , j :Z · i ≥ j ⇒ ((i , j ), i − j ) ∈ subp
A key issue in reasoning about (recursive) functions is how to use their definitions
in proofs. In this style, the intuition about the definition of subp is captured by
((i , i), 0) ∈ subp
((i , j + 1), k) ∈ subp ⇒ ((i , j ), k + 1) ∈ subp
Another issue for a notation which handles partial functions is the use of established
properties in further proofs. It is clear that the loss of the standard notation for
application could result in heaviness. The circumlocutions to use the graph of the
function become even more tedious where there in no expression for the expected
value (see Section 4.1.1).
The essential virtue of the graph notation is that (x , v) ∈ f is false (for all v )
when x is not in the domain of f . This is a clue to the next approach which is to use
various notions of equality: that in the function definition must be computational
(or “weak”) in the sense that undefined if either (or both) operand is undefined;
mathematically there is no difficulty in using non-strict equalities such as “Strong”
or existential equality (which is false if either operand is undefined). 6 Thus, the
key implication could be rewritten as:
∀i , j :Z · i ≥ j ⇒ subp(i , j ) =∃ i − j
6 See Section 4.3 for a discussion of alternative “equality” relations.
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from E1 ∨ E2 ∧ E3
1 from E1
1.1 E1 ∨ E2 ∨-I (h1)
1.2 E1 ∨ E3 ∨-I (h1)
infer (E1 ∨ E2) ∧ (E1 ∨ E3) ∧-I (1.1, 1.2)
2 from E2 ∧ E3
2.1 (E1 ∨ E2) ∧ E3 ∧-subs(∨-I )(h2)
infer (E1 ∨ E2) ∧ (E1 ∨ E3) ∧-subs(∨-I )(2.1)
infer (E1 ∨ E2) ∧ (E1 ∨ E3) ∨-E (h, 1, 2)
Fig. 3. A natural deduction proof in LPF
2 LPF
This section introduces and deploys my preferred approach. It is a key objective
of this style of reasoning that formulae can be understood compositionally: that is,
the meaning of an expression should depend only on the meaning of its parts.
2.1 Axiomatization and proofs
The difference between LPF and FOPC comes down to the absence/presence of
the “law of the excluded middle”. Full axiomatizations are given elsewhere (for
an untyped version in [Che86] and for the more commonly used typed version
in [JM94]) but Table A.2 in Appendix A shows the essence of the deduction rules.
The obvious difference from FOPC is rules like ¬ ∨ -I which are necessitated by
the omission of the law of the excluded middle.
A typical LPF proof is given in Figure 3. As one can see, this looks like a
standard Natural Deduction proof.
Implication is defined in the standard way and some rules about implication
are given in Table A.3. The only surprise here is the rule for ⇒ -I : the deduction
theorem does not hold. Knowing that E1 ` E2 does not permit the conclusion that
` E1 ⇒ E2 because ⊥Bool ` ⊥Bool is not the same as ` ⊥Bool ⇒ ⊥Bool .
A selection of predicate rules is given in Table A.4. It is worth noting that
LPF can be made to coincide exactly with FOPC if one records (on the left of the
turnstile) that all predicates are in fact defined.
2.2 Proofs about recursive functions in LPF
It is possible to use definitions of (recursive) functions directly in LPF but this can
lead straight back to reasoning about multiple notions of equality. It is much better
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from i , j ∈ Z
1 i − 0 = i h,Z
2 subp(i , i) = 0 h, subp-b
3 subp(i , i − 0) = 0 = -subs(1, 2)
4 from n ∈ N; subp(i , i − n) = n
4.1 i − (n + 1) ∈ Z h, h4,Z
4.2 i 6= i − (n + 1) h, h4,Z
infer subp(i , i − (n + 1)) = n + 1 h, 4.1, 4.2, h4, subp-i
5 ∀n ∈ N · subp(i , i − n) = n ∀-I (N-ind(3, 4))
6 from i ≥ j
6.1 (i − j ) ∈ N N, h6
infer subp(i , j ) = i − j ∀-E (5, 6.1),Z
7 δ(i ≥ j ) h,Z
infer i ≥ j ⇒ subp(i , j ) = i − j ⇒ -I (6, 7)
Fig. 4. Proof of key subp Lemma
to follow the idea used above with graphs of functions and, as explained in [JM94],
reason about the definition of subp via two inference rules:
subp-b
i ∈ Z
subp(i , i) = 0
subp-i
i , j ∈ Z; i 6= j ; subp(i , j + 1) = k
subp(i , j ) = k + 1
Notice that these rules are a syntactic rewrite of the definition in Figure 1. An LPF
proof of the key subp Lemma is given in Figure 4.
In subsequent developments, we want to use such properties. Again, this works
naturally in LPF. For example, the proof of the property given last in Figure 1 is
presented in Figure 5.
3 Further challenges
Some indication of the difficulty of the problem is I tried three distinct “solutions”
before settling on LPF. A special workshop at the 1996 Conference on Automated
Deduction (CADE) conference was dedicated to mechanisation issues surrounding
6
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from i , j ∈ Z
1 i ≥ j ∨ i < j h,Z
2 from i ≥ j
2.1 subp(i , j ) = i − j h, h2,L
infer subp(i , j ) = i − j ∨ subp(j , i) = j − i ∨-I (2.1)
3 from i < j
3.1 j ≤ i N, h3
3.2 subp(j , i) = j − i h, h3,L
infer subp(i , j ) = i − j ∨ subp(j , i) = j − i ∨-I (3.2)
infer subp(i , j ) = i − j ∨ subp(j , i) = j − i ∨-E (1, 2, 3)
Fig. 5. Proof of another subp Lemma
partial functions (see [FKK96]). Furthermore there are several alternative views as
to the most appropriate logic for the Z specification language 7 and the Z standard
actually avoids answering the question.
The bulk of this paper typifies the issues of program development by looking at
recursive functions but the issue of “undefined values” comes in many other guises.
If the reader wishes to try various options, any partial function can be used; we
could –for example– have written all of the subp examples in terms of:
fact :Z→ Z
fact(n) 4 if n = 0 then 1 else n ∗ fact(n − 1)
Perhaps the simplest function to experiment with is:
zero :Z→ Z
zero(i) 4 if i = 0 then 0 else zero(i − 1)
∀i ∈ Z · i ≥ 0 ⇒ zero(i) = 0
3.1 Partial operators
Specifications of computer systems that are both formal and abstract employ a va-
riety of objects (e.g. sequences, maps, trees, records). Many of these objects have
associated operators that are partial in the sense that a simple notion of type does
not prevent the formation of terms that do not –in an obvious way– denote values.
7 Arthan discusses five possible approaches in [Art96]. He goes on to argue that it might be useful
to avoid committing to one specific approach pointing out that ‘Z is used mainly for description’.
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For example, if hd yields the first element of a sequence (N∗), there is a question
as to what is denoted by hd l when l is the empty sequence ([ ]). Just writing hd [ ]
could be regarded as perverse; but the truth of
∀n ∈ N · ∃l ∈ N∗ · hd l = n
relies on the value of hd [ ]. As does:
∀l ∈ X ∗ · l = [ ] ∨ ([hd l ]y tl l) = l
Here again, one seeks a “compositional” interpretation.
3.2 Partial predicates
Further questions arise if one is permitted to write recursive definitions of predi-
cates. Again, for simplicity, a contrived example is presented but many examples
can be found in practical specifications. Suppose is-even is defined as:
is-even :Z→ B
is-even(i) 4 if i = 0 then true else is-even(i − 2)
One might expect
is-even(i) ` (i ÷ 2) ∗ 2 = i
to be valid. This is so in LPF but presents difficulties for some approaches outlined
in Section 4. (It should also be remembered that computing the domain of an inter-
preter for a programming language is undecidable because it involves the ‘halting
problem’.)
There are also problems with descriptions. If for example a description operator
is allowed, expressions like (ιx ∈ Z.p(x )) can fail to denote if p is true for zero or
more than one x ∈ Z. There are also difficulties with set descriptions such as:
{i ∈ N | is-even(i)}
4 A taxonomy of “solutions”
This section, while not an exhaustive survey, categorises some of the more com-
mon ways of handling partial functions by indicating where the problem of non-
denoting terms is handled: this can be done at the level of the logical operators
(cf. Section 4.2), relations (cf. Section 4.3) or terms (cf. Section 4.4). In some ap-
proaches the whole expression has to be written differently (cf. Section 4.1). The
approaches can be pictured as in Fig 2.
4.1 Requiring different forms of expression
An extreme way to avoid problems with application of partial functions is to pro-
hibit them! One could say that both approaches described in this section give up
8
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the attempt to ascribe meaning to expressions like our key implication in Figure 1:
each approach outlaws such expressions and requires a reformulation.
4.1.1 Viewing function application as a predicate
As outlined in Section 1.2, the essence of the idea here is to force function appli-
cation to be written as membership of the graph of the function. Thus, what one
might wish to write as f (x ) = y has to be written as (x , y) ∈ f . Undefined terms
are avoided because any x not in the domain of f will necessarily not be the first
element of a pair in the graph; (x , y) ∈ f yields false for any y .
The notation however becomes heavy: our key implication can be written as
∀i , j :Z · i ≥ j ⇒ ((i , j ), i − j ) ∈ subp
but, where there is no explicit expression for the result value, it is necessary to use
existential quantifiers:
∀l ∈ X ∗ ·
l = [ ] ∨
∃e ∈ X , l ′ ∈ X ∗ · (l , e) ∈ hd ∧ (l , l ′) ∈ tl ∧ ([e]y l ′) = l
This way of avoiding non-denoting expressions appears to be clumsy. There
is also something unsatisfactory in the fact that the graph notion no longer makes
clear that functions enjoy the many-to-one property. Relations have a valuable role
in program specification and design but it is important to be able to see immedi-
ately when a relation is actually functional. (Strictly, one should show functional
behaviour to avoid needing to write “unique exists”.)
4.1.2 Bounded Quantification
The essential idea with bounded quantification is to guard any potentially non-
denoting expressions by restricting the values of their arguments via quantifiers.
Thus one can write a form of the earlier implication about sequences by restricting
to non-empty sequences (X+).
∀l ∈ X+ · ([hd l ]y tl l) = l
But reformulating our key implication from Figure 1 has to employ a special set:
BoundedPairs = {(i , j ) ∈ (N× N) | i ≥ j}
∀(i , j ) ∈ BoundedPairs · subp(i , j ) = i − j
In general, it is necessary to have a sophisticated view of types (restricted by pred-
icates) for this approach to work. A systematic version of the idea is to use Order-
Sorted Algebras – see [GM92].
4.2 Accepting non-standard logical operators
In order to permit expressions like those in Figure 1 and Section 3, and to achieve
compositional interpretations it is necessary to reconsider the use of FOPC. Both
9
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approaches in this section ensure that, although subp(1, 2) = 1 − 2 does not de-
note a Boolean value (because of the weak equality), the implication has a defined
meaning.
1 ≥ 2 ⇒ subp(1, 2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
/∈Z
= 1− 2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
/∈B︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈B
They achieve this by adopting non-standard logics to reason about partial func-
tions. Such logics are sometimes referred to as ‘three-valued’ logics; Blamey
(cf. [Bla80,Bla86]) refers to ‘gaps’ in the value space.
4.2.1 McCarthy’s conditional operators
The problems of reasoning about partial functions were recognised early and are
discussed by John McCarthy in [McC63,McC67,MM69]; he suggested that the
propositional operators could be interpreted as though they were defined by (non-
strict) conditional expressions.
if true then p else q p
if false then p else q q
if ⊥B then p else q ⊥
In order to facilitate subsequent discussion, the non-standard operators are here
given distinct names; their definitions by conditional expressions are as follows.
p cand q if p then q else false
p cor q if p then true else q
p cimpl q if p then q else true
This results in truth tables of which the example in Figure 6 should be an adequate
illustration. Notice first that these tables correspond with those of classical logic
over {true, false}. Thus there are no tautologies which are not present in classical
logic: this non-standard logic is consistent (modulo operator names) with classical
logic. In fact, the conditional operator version is strictly weaker than classical logic
and the surprises come only from what is no longer valid.
Our key implication can be rewritten as
∀i , j :Z · i ≥ j cimpl subp(i , j ) = i − j
Unfortunately, further thoughts about the truth tables uncovers the uncomfort-
able fact that conjunction and disjunction are no longer commutative operators; nor
does the normal contrapositive rule (p cimpl q being equivalent to ¬ q cimpl ¬ p)
hold. The source of these problems is the conditional definitions. McCarthy called
10
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cand true ⊥B false
true true ⊥B false
⊥B ⊥B ⊥B ⊥B
false false false false
Fig. 6. Truth table for conditional “and”
the first variable mentioned the ‘inevitable variable’; if it is undefined, the whole ex-
pression is necessarily undefined because conditional expressions are strict in their
first argument. The 1960s work at the IBM Vienna Laboratory on the operational
semantics of programming languages (which became known as the ‘Vienna Defini-
tion Language’ – for an overview of VDL see [LW69]) followed McCarthy’s condi-
tional definitions of the propositional operators [Luc69]. It should be remembered
that relatively few formal proofs were conducted on the basis of such operational
semantic definitions. It is perhaps more surprising that the ‘RAISE’ Specification
Language [Gro92] is also based on the conditional definitions.
Recognising that extended proofs without the ability to commute the operands
of the most basic propositional operators would be tedious, various authors pro-
posed that conditional operators could be used in conjunction with the standard
operators. Such a combination is proposed in [Jon72]; independently, Dijkstra
in [Dij76] proposes the use of and, or for the commutative operators and cand, cor
for their conditional forms. This is developed in [Gri81] where a formal proof
system is offered. Unfortunately, it then becomes clear that not only would the re-
quired formal manipulation rules become non-standard and extensive, but also that
there are unintuitive consequences. While forms of de Morgan’s law hold:
¬(E1 or (E2 cand E3)) is equivalent to ¬E1 and (¬E2 cor ¬E3)
and cand left distributes over cor
E1 cand (E2 cor E3) is equivalent to E1 cand E2 cor E1 cand E3
care is needed to see that 8
E1 and (¬E1 cor E2) is equivalent to E1 cand E2
Also, for example, cand does not right distribute over cor. Furthermore, there
is a difficult decision to be made about the interpretation of quantifiers in general
since there is no linear text to define an order of evaluation (this issue is studied
in [Bli88]).
The problems with this particular non-standard logic appear to be severe in
terms of surprises to the user and this fact has driven me to consider other alterna-
tives (see Section 4.2.2), Gries to move to the proposal of Section 4.4, and leaves
RAISE alone in its defence.
8 This is used without comment in a program development in [Gri81].
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Fig. 7. Ordering for Truth Values
4.2.2 LPF
This brings us back to the (preferred) LPF. The asymmetry in the truth tables of the
previous section comes from the sequential interpretation. There is an obvious intu-
itive appeal in the symmetric truth tables in Table A.1. As above, such a semantics
is consistent with, but weaker than, classical logic. The logic is stronger than that
of Section 4.2.1; what has been recovered is anything which relies on symmetry of
conjunction and disjunction and this includes the contrapositive rule for implica-
tion. These truth tables are –moreover– the strongest extension of the conventional
two-valued tables with respect to the obvious ordering in Figure 7. The operators
could be thought of as evaluating their operands in parallel and delivering a result
as soon as enough information is available; this result would not be contradicted by
subsequent results if a ⊥B evaluates to either true or false. These ‘three-valued’
truth tables have a long pedigree: they are given in [Kle52] where Kleene attributes
them to Łukasiewicz; Blikle [Bli88] traces their origin back to [Łuk20]; but others
(e.g. [Dri88,Urq86]) find hints of such logics in the work of MacColl, Boole, Pierce
and Vasiliev.
Truth tables do not, of course, provide a proof theory; this issue is studied
in [Kol76] (which was brought to my attention by Peter Aczel); [BCJ84] proposes
the use of LPF in program development and Cheng [Che86] formalises LPF as an
untyped first-order predicate calculus with equality (the interpretation of quanti-
fiers follows Kleene rather than Łukasiewicz). LPF is given with a set-theoretical
semantics in terms of which completeness and consistency are established; a cut-
elimination theorem is also proved. A version of LPF has been used in VDM since
the 1986 book (see [Jon90] for current edition); a formal basis for this typed version
is given in [JM94].
LPF, although stronger than the logic in Section 4.2.1, is weaker than classical
logic: the missing tautologies are those which depend on the ‘law of the excluded
middle’.
As seen above, the axiomatisation of LPF is not significantly different from that
of classical logic; this logic has been mechanised in ‘mural’ [JJLM91,BFL+94]
and [KK96] discusses a modified resolution approach.
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4.3 Making all predicates denote
There is a reluctance to adopt non-standard logics. But an alternative is to accept
that terms such as subp(1, 2) fail to denote and to bring the situation under con-
trol by making predicates denote even where their arguments are terms which fail
to denote. Any function which yields a value for undefined arguments is known
as non-strict. In the case being used as leitmotif in this paper, the link between
terms and Boolean values –which could in general be any predicate– is a relation;
in particular, the key implication has an equality between subp(i , j ) and i − j .
This equality is to be given a non-strict interpretation. There are two alternatives:
existential equality =∃ or strong equality ==. We focus here on the former:
=∃ 0 1 2 . . . ⊥N
0 true false false false
1 false true false false
2 false false true false
.
.
.
⊥N false false false false
Notice that this operator is not computable and cannot –in general– be implemented
precisely because it yields defined results with undefined operands.
The gain is that it is now possible to write
1 ≥ 2 ⇒ subp(1, 2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
/∈Z
=∃ 1− 2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈B︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈B
This expression is mathematically sound and can readily be proved to be valid.
The existential equality approach is used in some writings on Z [Spi88,Art96],
in [Ten87], PROSPECTRA [Kri88] and in the original version of Lambda [FF90].
The strong equality is used in Scott [Sco79]. Farmer [Far96] refers to this as ‘the
traditional approach’.
What are the problems with this approach? To pinpoint one disadvantage, no-
tice first that any equalities written in function definitions such as for subp must
be ‘strict’ since this is the only computable notion. Thus the most apparent disad-
vantage is the need to conduct any reasoning carefully separating two notions of
equality: a strict (weak) equality used in functions and/or programs; a non-strict
equality used to cope with undefined terms. In the case in hand, the relational
equality in the Boolean expression of the conditional in the definition of subp is
weak and must be kept distinct from the existential equality used to reformulate
our implication as
13
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∀i , j :Z · i ≥ j ⇒ subp(i , j ) =∃ i − j
Unfortunately users’ surprises do not end there. It is necessary to distinguish
strong and weak forms of all relational operators such as ≤,∈. So, intuitively clear
properties of subp such as:
∀i , j ∈ Z · i > j ⇒ subp(i , j ) > 0
∀i , j ∈ Z · i ≥ j ⇒ subp(i , j ) ∈ N
∀i , j ∈ Z · i ≥ j ⇒ subp(i + 1, j ) 6= subp(i , j ) etc.
would all need to be reformulated before proof could be considered. The redefini-
tion of operators in the case of
subp(i , j ) < i − j ∨ subp(i , j ) ≥ i − j
is even less clear because there are various ways to view the operators:
x < y ⇔ ¬ (x ≥ y) ⇔ (x ≤ y ∧ x 6= y)
x ≤ y ⇔ (x < y ∨ x = y) ⇔ ¬ (x > y)
Finally it must be added that the subp example has caused this discussion to
focus on relational operators; in general this approach needs to take a non-strict
approach to predicates.
4.4 Making all function applications denote
One way to eliminate difficulties caused by terms that fail to denote is to insist that
all terms do in fact denote something. If the problem of ‘non-denoting’ terms is
handled at the term level, unconventional interpretations of predicates or logical
operators can be avoided. Thus:
1 ≥ 2 ⇒ subp(1, 2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈Z
= 1− 2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈B︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈B
The question then, of course, is what should subp(1, 2) denote? One approach is
to answer that it denotes an arbitrary value in the range of the function. Thus, for
example, one would say that subp(1, 2) denotes an arbitrary integer. This ensures
that the consequent of the implication denotes a truth value — whether this is true
or false is of no import since the fact that the consequent of the implication is false
ensures that the overall value of the implication is true. This is all standard FOPC.
This approach is espoused in [GS95,GS96], together with some versions of
Z [Wor92,WB92,Woo91] and of Lambda [FFL96]; it appears to be the norm which
has evolved for Z.
What are the disadvantages of this approach? First, the interpretation of the def-
inition of subp as denoting the least fixed point has been abandoned. The decision
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to let subp(1, 2) denote an arbitrary value means that some extension of the graph
of subp is required. Such arbitrary extensions bring problems. For example, there
is a subtle distinction between under-determined functions and non-determinacy
(cf. [LH96]) to be considered — is it true that:
subp(1, 2) = subp(1, 2)
There is a quagmire of implications for a notion of implementing such functions:
is an implementor of subp forced to implement surprising “identities” such as:
subp(1, 2) = subp(1, 3) + 1
Some authors –notably [GS96]– wisely try to circumvent this question by insist-
ing that recursive functions are defined in a way which reflects where they denote.
Thus the earlier definition is replaced by
(∀i ·:Z |: subp(i , i) = 0)
(∀i ·, j :Z | i > j : subp(i , j ) = subp(i , j + 1) + 1)
On the positive side, this proposal facilitates a pleasant proof style (cf. [GS96]); but
unfortunately it also has its own problems.
Abandoning the normal style of recursive definition could be regarded as a dis-
advantage. Furthermore this is followed by the question of how –in general– to
identify the cases given in such definitions. Notice that the original definition of
subp had a test of i 6= j (and that this gave rise to a defined least fixed point);
the condition (i > j ) in the Gries/Schneider style has to be deduced; although
this is straightforward here, it will be difficult in many cases and undecidable in
general. (The same problem remains with Leavens’ Larch-based ‘rebuttal’ [Lea96]
of [Jon95].) This approach shares with the ‘order sorted algebra’ the difficulty of
defining the precise conditions of definition.
Further warnings about the consequences of this approach are given in [Jon95]:
basically it is pointed out that, in a specification language in which one element
types can be defined, the notion of an “arbitrary result” in a range type appears to
result in unintended over-specification. For example, if it is possible to define a
sub-class of the integers which has only one element (say 5), then for a list of such
a type, one might be forced to conclude that hd [ ] = 5!
5 Conclusions
My preference for handling undefined values –as they arise, for example, from
partial function application– is to use a non-standard logic. Given appropriate tool
support (e.g. [JJLM91]), reasoning is no less natural than in FOPC.
Precisely the hope (in various “Grand Challenges”) that we are about to see
coherent effort on linking tools for reasoning about digital designs makes it impor-
tant to face the question of moving logical expressions between different logical
systems.
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There is a hint in Section 1.2 that it ought be possible to prove that there is
a precise relationship between those statements which can be reformulated using
the notation of membership of the graph of a function and those using existential
equality. Michael Goldsmith asked a question at AVoCS which points to a more
interesting conjecture: are the statements which can be written with existential
equality also (under a fixed rewriting) the same as those which can be proved with
LPF?
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A LPF
A.1 Truth tables of some propositional operators
∧ true ⊥B false
true true ⊥B false
⊥B ⊥B ⊥B false
false false false false
∨ true ⊥B false
true true true true
⊥B true ⊥B ⊥B
false true ⊥B false
⇒ true ⊥B false
true true ⊥B false
⊥B true ⊥B ⊥B
false true true true
Table A.1
Truth tables
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A.2 Axioms
∨-I
Ei
E1 ∨ · · · ∨ En 1 ≤ i ≤ n
∨-E
E1 ∨ · · · ∨ En ; E1 ` E ; · · · ; En ` E
E
¬ ∨ -I
¬E1; · · · ; ¬En
¬ (E1 ∨ · · · ∨ En)
¬ ∨ -E
¬ (E1 ∨ · · · ∨ En)
¬Ei 1 ≤ i ≤ n
∧-I
E1; · · · ; En
E1 ∧ · · · ∧ En
∧-E
E1 ∧ · · · ∧ En
Ei
1 ≤ i ≤ n
¬ ∧ -I
¬Ei
¬ (E1 ∧ · · · ∧ En) 1 ≤ i ≤ n
¬ ∧ -E
¬ (E1 ∧ · · · ∧ En); ¬E1 ` E ; · · · ; ¬En ` E
E
∧-subs
E1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ei ∧ · · · ∧ En ; Ei ` E
E1 ∧ · · · ∧ E ∧ · · · ∧ En 1 ≤ i ≤ n
¬¬ -I /E
E
¬¬E
contr
E1; ¬E1
E2
Table A.2
Axiomatization of LPF propositional logic
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⇒ -defn
¬E1 ∨ E2
E1 ⇒ E2
⇒ -I
E1 ` E2; δ(E1)
E1 ⇒ E2
⇒ -E
E1 ⇒ E2; E1
E2
⇒ -vac
¬E1
E1 ⇒ E2
⇒ -vac
E2
E1 ⇒ E2
Table A.3
Rules about implication in LPF
∃-I
s ∈ X ; E (s/x )
∃x ∈ X · E (x )
∃-E
∃x ∈ X · E (x ); y ∈ X ,E (y/x ) ` E1
E1
y is arbitrary
∀-I
x ∈ X ` E (x )
∀x ∈ X · E (x )
∀-E
∀x ∈ X · E (x ); s ∈ X
E (s/x )
Table A.4
Axiomatization of LPF predicate logic
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